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ABSTRACT.
A review of the\literatare.and a survey of texts show

a remarkable absence of concern and reference to, depression and
suicidal behavior in young children. Thre;Meaning of death, the
depressive and suicidal donseguenced; of the agony of aloneness, and
the, fear' of parental hostility, rage,'00 abandonment are elements of
early and middle childhood ling denied recognitiod.by parents and
itofessionals alike. Only a few researchers, mostly in _recent years,
have paid attention to theseAnoblems. This paper reviews,this
research with particular reference to findings related to depression
and suicide in ypung children. First, childhood depression is
discussed in terms of ifs ayMptoms and -toes; related factors (such
as relationshipps with parents, caregivers, and peers),-and treatment,
Second, the nature-of suicide in young children, factors, whichmay
underlie suicidal behavior.in young children (such as family
dynamics, rejection by the peer group; and school performance); the
child's concept of death, and patterns of discoVerikand treatment are
considered.(Author/MP)
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DISABLING ..'EMOTIGN IN YOUNG CHILDREN.

% WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO

DEPRESSION 'AND :SUICIDE

OVerview of Current Research 1

4 ( 1111 0,,

'University of New South Wales'

Disability is usually alsoc

is an underlying sympathy in
bility and, in darpicular,
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ically,aiSposed towards the
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who plays up yin school;

relate to others, COS.essed

that is, wee cast the emotie

But what is it like fo be,an emotionally. disabled child? IA endeavouring

to generate insight into some aspects of the question I shall 'confine myself

to consideration of two little understood areas-in early childhood: depression

and suicide. I do this because our society generally does not associate these

things with young children. We romanticise childhood in our society, and, in %

doing so, increase the suffering of the emotionally disabled child because we

'refuse to recognisqrthe disability or to understand it. .

'INTRODUCTION.

I

communi1y.grtut what- of other kinds of disd- .1/
ated withA ttOcaldiiability for'whih there

le Onal-psability? 'Emotional disturbance can be
'rowth, yet the' community is not

or

as'sympathet-

allympsabled child. as it is toward the

ere irdngervolid irritation V)vidrdcannotthe child

Rated tantrum in public pace*
the concept of "normal adjustment", whatever

y disabled child out.

Review of the literature and a survey.oftexts show a remarkable absence of

concern.and reference to depression and.suicidal -behaviour in young children,

although'there'is a mass of-At inreference to adolescence ancftaduithood. An

apparent taboo exists against awareness and recognition of self inflicted in-

.

juries anddep. ion in children before adolescence (Paulson & Stone, 1974).,

The meaning of deat a depiessive and suicidal consequences of the agotly

of ,aloneness, and the fear of parental hostility, rage and abandonment are

elements of early and middle childhood living denied recognition by 'parents and

professionals alike. Fortunately,, there are a few researchers who have paid

attention to these problems,1 mostly in recent years, and, in this paper, I

shall discuss tome of their findings..

First, I shall consider childhood depression, its description, its symptoms,

and what we, in the Community, can do about it. Secondly, I shall consider

suicide in young children:

#1
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PART I--
, .

CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION

Woo

ACcording to a report in the *Sun Herald ort August 3rd,, 1980, Dr Joaqqin
Purgentich, a doctor froh New York State Psychiatric Institution, ha§ described
victims of ch44dhood.depression as one of the most discriminated against and
misunderstood minorities in the western world. His claim is widely supported
in the research and shoutil inspire those who cares for children and can empa-
thise with them to be alert to the depth and meaning Of childhood depressions
for its presence and symptoms are as painful and as disastrous to the infant,'
toddlerrprimary school child as they are.to the adUlt or adolescent.

SYMPTOMS .42' DIFFERENT. DEVELOPMENTAL AGES
/

4

/ :nf2ncy

-_,

We are all familiar with the early-work by Bowlby and Spitz onthe extreme-
,

ly depressed statexof infants without maternal affection in the stark orphanages

of the'40s. The term "anaclictic depression" was coined by Spitz (1945) to des--
ribea condition of misery, crying, withdrawal,and failure to survive An babies '

. and young children deprived of maternal lwie. This research indicated t t many-e

such infants either die or grow into emotionally and intellectually disab e4.

adults; it has morelecently been criticised for failing to note that these
0- children warp not. my deprived of mothers, but. also fathers and general'envir-'

onmental stimulation (Philli 198061--; nevertheless the work was a valuable

introduction to the possibilit f infa tile depression and has been continued.

It is now believed that non institutiliglised infants may suffer depression and

that this may be evidenced in continued eating and sleep disturbances, colic,,
crying, and head bangigg (Gore, 1976). 4,

arZ., 2nd Middle Oli:dkpod (2 -10 year's)
t

As the child grows older, symptoms of depression may be withdrawal; apathy*.

regression, tempter tantrums, continued disobedience,,tivafic:11.44144g-,away from

home, or .masochism, as indicated by the child who is self destrUctive and man-

, ages to get beaten up by other children. The youngster is concerned-that he:Or,

she is bad, evil, unacceptable. Such feelings lead to ,anti behaviour

which,attractsoretalation. This further reinforcer and verifies the feeling of

badness. "Since the youngster often feels inferior to other children, Ile or she

tends td 'act out .behaviours which confirm such feelings. ,

.

/ r

Additional symptoms of depreision have been suggested in the workofWla:nie
Klein (1948)._who was more prepared than many in ,her time to recogriise childhood

depression. She directed much. of her attention to the child's fantasy life which

she saw as-an important part of development; for her,"childhood neurosis s a re-

presSion of fantasy due to the load of.guilt and depression which affeetparg

aspects of the;chiJd's life. The depression may appear as sleep disturbances

(difficulty in getting to sleep, early waking, nightmares and night terrors),

problems of feeding and elimination, and also in the'inhtbition, of intellectual

and emotional life.. There may-be either Wadjusement or over adjustment to ed-

ucational requirements, an inability to learn. play.or be -creative-, 'and an in-

tolerance-of frustration (Gore; 197&)%

(
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DEFINITION ACCORDING TO SYMPTOMS

According to Kovacs and Beck.(1977) and Lefjcowitz and Tesing (1980) the

following depressive symptoms are most often agreed upon:

e

1. .he child's mood issad or unhappy. There is irritability and
Oeepiness and a leductian ithe capacity for pleasureablie experience.

2.- There is low self esteem, self deprecatiov loveliness - perhaps .

thoughts of suicide, morbid ideas, recent poor school .performance and

disturbed concentration.

3. The child's motivation is decreased and there is diMiniShed psycho-

motor actiAty;social withdrawal or increased aggressivenesS.

2 4. Also apparent are fatly' , sleep problems, enur'esis or endropesis;

weight loss, or anorex'a and somatic complaints (stomach pains and

headaches in particula
41,

Insummary, depression can be most disabling, with a sense of despair and

hopelessness; that-is worse than physical pain.
ti

VIEWPOINIVON THE MANIFEST4TIOA; OF CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION

2; :1,7 Symptarls
o

The most predominant viewpoint is that it is rare and that it doesn't appear

until late childhood and adolescence. In the light of recent research this

viewpoint is unfounded.

2' Symrt.,:ms Similar to Adults

This viewpoint argues'that, except for some development-specific modifjca-'

tions,_ch.ildhood depression resembles adult. depression - as defined *ove-.

Generally, most contemporary research appears to support this view.

?re Masked

This alternative view suggests that moslirchildren do not express depression

directly, and that it must be inferred ffom behaviours.and symptoms "masking"'

the underlying depressive feelings (Gore, 1976). They include'conduct dis-

cirders (hyperactivity, delinquency, aggressiveness, irritability), and psy-,

chological reactions (such as stealing in a rejected child), psychosomatic

illnesses, hypochondria, somatic cbrpplaints (especially headaches and stomach

aches), enuresis, school problems, or poor school performance.. These kinds

of symptoms often appear in children whose histories reveal exaggerated

stbbornness and negativism (known as the passive aggressivepersonality

s ucture), and where family members show d&organisation and, in some cases,

psychopathy. ,

Research by Carlson, and Cantwell (1980) suggeSts that, although these

aCcqurst for mast child psychiatric referrals, it is unlikely that depression is

behind all of them. In fact, in their research, theylfound that some,children ,

with feeding disturbances (anorexia nervosa) and behaviour disorders did not

seem depressed at all. HoWever, in many cases of children with anorexia nervosa,.

attention deficient disorders (hyperactivity) and conduct disorders (aggressive

and antisocial behaviour) a depressive disorder co-exists. Often the behaviour

iso outstanding that it overs4adows the, depression and diverts attention away

ti
. ,

\;
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from the concomitant'depressionN., To an alert clinician, conducting a thprough
interview, the depreksion will not masked. Methodt of identificatioR will
be discussed later. ,

GENERAL CLASSIFICATIONS ' ,

I

vo

Those who accept that children may suffer depression define three types
according to severity.

1) Acute ,Depressive Reactions

These usually occur following a traumatic event in children who areuSually
well adjosted - for example, following the death of,a caregiver or during and
. afterdivorce of the parents (Gore, 1976). There'is persistent sad affect,
feelings of hopelessness, social withdrawal, retardation, sleep and eating dis-
turbances. Details of children's depressive reactions during divorce are dis--
cugsed in the paper Current Issues iwt Maternal and Paternal Deprivation'
-(Phillips, 1980a ). and, as indidated in that paper, it seems important in this
cbndition to Ole the child.time toIngurn and-plenty, of loving support. . .

) Chronic Depressive Reactions
4;11 as

%,These.appear in children with a marginal' and precarious adjustment ho may
have had depressive episodes previodusly, probably resulting 'from separations

dating from early infancy,.the clinical featu'res of which are similar to the
acute types. The 'child may be prone to weep, lack interest in things, beunable
to concentrate, despondent about the future, and generally low in spirits. The
usual sleep difficulties of depression are present, and they may take the form
of difficulty in getting to sleep, restless and disturbed sleep, or wakening,
early in the morning. Simildly, there is reduceil appetite, complaints of ab-
dominal,pain, and so Qn. However, the chronicallyodepressed chid is excess-

. . ively clinging and dependent. There Is usually a history of depressive illness in
the family and there may be a seesaw depression between mother and chilci(Gore,
1976). The chronically depressed child. is also mor likely to become hostile,
rebellidus and antisocial, of frankly delinquent behaviour may develop. Such
children may express the desire to be ad, de run away,- which they May
actually do - for in.children,,runni away frOm home maybe motivated in a way
similar to some adult suicidal attem ts.

This 'condition is typically label d in psychiatric circles As neurotic
rather than psychoticdbecause"the child s concept of reality is not disordered.
One wonders aboUt the legitimacy of the descnOtion neurotic. In fact, many
children with so-called :' neurotic" depressive conditions are found -to be facing
considerable environmentegress, most often due to tensions or disturbances
in the family, and the ild's depressive reactions are understandable as a.
coping,device. The child may have to'cope with, psychotic Dr neurotic illness
in One or' other parqn,..,dr7 the child may find himself or herself unable to meet
the parent's desireiand expectations (for example, academically at school).
Physicai illness in arty member of the-fdmily (including the child) may play a
part. The threat of the loss of a parent is particularly likely to cause
anxiety or dipression in th 'child., Disharmony between'the parents has a simi-
lar' effect. These iecumst nces do'not necessarily cause depression, but are
likely where they as been chronic longstanding stress as mentioned above
(Barker, 1976). lby ilas argued for a willingness to accept that mourning or
sadness may b realistic rather than neurotic reaction to such-situations.

'The case o om,ii an example;

-

I
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,Tom was aged 9 when first brought for treatment. His mother, wtth'paranoid,

schizophrenic tendenCies, who had been abused and abandoned by her own
mother in infancy,°threatened to commit suicide from time to time. Fre-

24, quentiy she used suicidal threats as a means of punishing,TOm just as she

had been punished by the depirture of her own mother.

As is often the case in such cases of abao4onment, the_mother's trust in

'affections' relationship's had been undermined in infancy and she,without
warrant4eneralised and saw ill will toward her and threat of oss'of love

in Tom who had come'to represent ber abandoning parent. Such rdle'revers-

als are not unusual, and Tom collected-the ambivalent loving and hostile

-attitudes which the mother had toward her own parent. Tom had lived on a

razor edge of anxiety with his mother for all;of his 9 years, and had been

constantly criticised, and constantly subjected to wild outbursts of rage

intermingled with unpredictable love and Affection.

Tom felt so unhappy that he ran .away hoping to make_bis'way to family

friends in Melbourne. His was found to be high, 130, yet his school

perforMance was'butaverage and well-below his capabilities; his self

esteem was boor. Fortunately for Tom, he was ultimately sent, by recomm-

endation of-the p'sychologist, to a boarding school and hig symptoms of

depression.diminshed. As an adult, he regularly visits his mother .each

visited post-dated by two days of depression (Unpublished case notes),.

'

'3) Psychotic Depression

When the depression can be understood in terms of the stress. the child is

facing, a dlagnosis of, psychosis .is not appropriate. Psychosis is generfilly

diagnosed Qhenthechild "is out of touch .with reality and the mood (or affect)

is markedly deviant from normal" (Barker, 1976).' °Psychotic depression is said,

to be more common after pdberty than before it (Barker-T-1976)' but new research

is throwing doubt on thisold'beliff.. Not infrequently one4comes across yo0ng

children So_crip led.by guilt that reality has lostsits meaning, as in the

following'case: 1

Jan, aged 9, felt guilt whenever anyone in her circle became ill or had a

misfortune. Her mother had always blamed jan's naughty behaviour for

heir headaches, her thills'for Jan's carelessness or selfishness.in expect-

ing that she attend schoo sports or festive days'in blustery weather, and

her anxiety on Jan's imagin silent criticism of her. -Jan had under-

stindably incorporated.these co Cant criticisms into her concept bf'self

and was new unrealistically seeing rself as responsible for general mis-

fortunes. (Unpublished case notes)

,
.

_In psychotic depression there is sometimes s ing of thought and speech and

a alsty.of motor activities (psychomotor retardation) Refusal to go to schbol may

be one of the earliest symptoms to occur, the

more than the depressed child can cope wit

FACTORS RE .A TO CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION.

. 4,-

1) .t Caretaker Rc1(74-ionships

nary. stes of school being

1

Many stud es incleing those by Klaus & Kennell (197.0) and,Brazilton*(1962)

po,ipt to the consequehce of mother/infant separation in the pahnatal.period.

The suggest that absence of bonding and attachment may lead to a lifOong

inability to establish relationships of basic trust with either caregivers,

siblings,M)eers or significant others: ` This crippling disability May first be

evidenced in childhood through emotional detachment or "froien" personalty

patterns; isolation, withdrawal, serious depression and,at suicidal



-s.,,_4.e.:0-.,
.

,..
,

tendencies. Unfortunately, there is little\organised researdi\on the effects
of father absence or'limited father involyement in child rearinlo and 'nurturance,
although clinical report1 suggest that it is important in individual cases.

. ..., .

2) Relationships with Parents

, .

Once more, unfortunately, the researcb on toddlers and middle childhood has
paid very little attention to the role of the father and placed undue burden on .
the mother (Plifflip's, 197, p 147-151). However, much more recent research
suggests that where there is a disturbed relationship with either or both par-
ents the child .may become depressed (Phillips, 1980, Part IIs pp 2-4). Schrut
(1964) pgints out that, where the basic feeling directed toward the child is
one of.hiin or her being a burden, albeit unconsciously, and is evidenced Ti'om
infancy, depression is likely. Apreover-, self aggresstbn in the form of de-
pression is a partial fulfillment of the parent's unspoken demands that he or

,she be p nished for existing. fr
...

3) "sruption in Development of Self Concept

Continual, unrelenting and highly negative appraisals (Phillip , 1979, Ch 5)
can induce poor self esteem in children and this, a,s,has been,Itgg sted, may be
the setting for depres94on. In the process of lel! concept" develo ent, care-
takers also tend to set up the goals of an ideal self floor the child which in-
clUde ways of being'a "good" child, pleasing others, apiieving well, and so on:
ChildreR strive to achieve these goals and, -in.suppoeYivefamtlies during early
childhood,..they may, from tine to time, believe that they are their ideal self
and bcfast that they are "good" or clever. This is part of healthy self concept
development. geyomfl 7 or 8 years of age the development of he thought, pyoc-
esses gradually enatle children to begin-to see theffiselves in a more objettive
fashion. If an ideal self'has been set at unreachable heights by caretakers
and significant others, children may become depressed at being unable to

-

equate the real self with it.

4, School

The school environment can be a crucial tor in childhood deprestion. Five
or six year old children often regard their teacher with awe, and for the eight
or nine year old he or she can still be an importarlt-soufte of ideas, "standardS
and self esteem, because teachers, like parents, may be accepting or rejecting
in their attitudes towards children. School attatnmenittmay also figure in de-

, pression as in the case of the dull child who cannot keep up with his or her
class and becomes anxious or unhappy'or the child with a, particular educational'
.problem, such as a reading,disability, especially if it is not recognised or
understood. OcCasionally, difficulties also arise as a result of a child being
much brighter than Irks or her schoolmates.

rs and Neighbourhood

Rejection by peers, or poor relationships with school mates can figure siv-
nificantly in childhood depression, as.can cultural isolation in a school or
neighbourhood where most belong to a culture which is different from the child's
own. There are many other factors in Childhood depression but, as much of what .,

is later discussed as relevant to suicidal behaviour cars also apply to'depresS-
ion in children, I shall, at this sta,ge, turn to ways and means of identifying
dfpression in childhood.

8



IDENXIFICATION OF CHILDHOOD DEPRESSION

Carlson and Cantwell's work (1980) suggests that traditional evaluation

procedures can oVerlook depression in children inf60% of caset'and,that when

children are. interviewed systematically about their, symptoms,' a,muCh higher

incidence of depressive disotder is found. They'used an introductory,- unstruc -'

tured, rapport setting situation, a questionnaire.based on vegetative, cogni-

tive arid. psbomotor behaviour and a structured interview which examined the

child's view of his or her problems, peer, famjly 'and school relationships,.

physical symptoms, anxiety, And obsessional, delusional, anti-social symptoms

and behaviours. There was also a systematic interview., with parenfg and a

check on peer relationships. .With these systematic procedures, as in other

.research 'of this nature, .a much higher incidence of depressive disorder's is

found than by-usual evaluation procedures. ,They, as other researciers'do, con- ,

clude that it is possible to diAgnose- children over age /'as having a major

depressive disorder usi adult research diagnostic criteria.

It is also to be rioted that the research of.Carlson, and Cantwell showed

that more girls than boys suffer depresiom; this represents a cultural trend,

since girls. tend to 'snow more affective disorders than boys due to a socialis-

ation process in our culture which encourages gir.lt to develop emotional and

caring, responses (Phillips, 1980, Part II, p 1). However, it is interesting

that Ashenback (1978) pbund a syndrome of depression in his recent investiga

tion of the behaviour problems of boys aged six to eleven. He did not find

such a syndrome in his earlier work (1966) and he suabests that cultural

changes may be leading to a greater incidence of depression in boys,

(Afkowitz and Te'sing (1980) believetthat peers are most helpful ,in identi-

fying depres'sion'in childrRn. They asked almost 1,000 fourthand Wth grade

' children to nominate'shildren who had a number of characteristics which ex-

perts felt defined depression in.behavioural terms as follows:

'0 N
Question

Who are you?
, Who often plays alone?
Who thigks they are bad?
Who dbesn't try again when they lose?

Who often sleeps'in class?
Who often looks lonely?
Who often says they don't feel well? t.

Who.,saYs they can't do thin?
Who often cries?
Who Often looks happy?
Who likes to do a lot of things?

Who worries a,lot?
Who/ doesn't play?
Who often smiles,?
Who doesn't take part in things?

Who doesn't have much fun?

Who is often cheerful?
.1 ,

Who thinks others don't like them?

Who often looks sad?

.
WhwiwouTd you like.fo sit next to in class?

Whd are the children you would like to have for

your best friends? ,

(0-= Depres.9ion; H Kiddy; P = Popularity)

9

Identification
item

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

H

D.

H.

P

.I D
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They foupd that the peer assessment, vie children's

.

wassesent of themselVes,
and the t'eacher's assessment correlated andby these means they were able to
Identry depressed children. They also found that the potential intellectual
pdrformance of the depressed Children was.reduced; they wereunpopular and had .

low self esteem and viewed events in-theit. environment as extern'all'y contralled-
Phillips, 1979, pp 155-6); 'they were absent from school significantly more
often than were children less frequently nominated and tended to come from. low
income families. Theseauthors feel that symptoms.of childhood depresion can be
translated into observable behaviours and"oan be reliably and validly assessed by
.a peer nomination technique,

TREATMENT

2') Edueat'ion of the Community

If onewishes to alleyiete the'lot of severely depressed children, the first
most important step is,recognition in the community that deftession in children
can, and does, occur and that the child suffers like all human beings in this
disabling condition. Education in this area is much neebed and should jnclude..

-parents, child care workers, teachers, doctors, paediatricians, psychiatrists
'and other professionals who work with children. Apart from this fundamenta4
procedure, the most commonly recognised methods of-treatment include removal of 6
the. causes, psychotherapy and family therapy.

) Removal "f Cguses

Nk
Where `he condition is a reaction to stress this should be temoved or modi-

fied. Mr example,,in the_case of some children who are severely depressed by
`the prevailing atmosphere in their school, parents hale been known to move to
another area with amore favourable,school; or-in another' example, support for
a depressed.mother may improve her condition and that of her depressed child.
Similarly, well chosen foster placements or boarding school may help alleviate
a child's stressful home conditions. Education about childhood depression for
all those involved with the child is abaitindicated.

4

The gild may benefit from psychotherapy. , .

4") Flr:ily Therapy -
,

In many cases the causes of depression lies in the:family, and an approach
,

. .

Joy family group therapy is required.

?,.apegoating
,

When a child is depressed, it is often helpful to look at the structure and
functioning of the family group as a whole, as well as the relationship between
individual members'. When this is done the behavidur of the depressed child can

'spretimes be seen as meeting the needs of the whole. family. For example; a
family feeling inferior in a particular neighbourhood or inadequate, may relieve
\themselves ofguilt or responsibility by nominating, albeit unconsciously, one
Siblingto portray behaviours whicare said to be the root of the family4
troubles with the neighbours or other children. Thus, one sibling may begin to
steal frequently. or exposelhim or herself at school, and, in this way, the
family may unconsciously encourage and invest their feelings of badness in the

10
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child, building it into his or her self concept. St(ch children may.develop a

hopeleSs sense of betdg denied an independent self, bewildered by behaviours
which. are theirs but not theirs;'and become depressed.

t
.

t
.

(b) Reversal of Roles

\--I

Reversal of roles can be another forni of scapegoating. ,The child is obliged

to substitute for a perhaps neglecting or inadequate parent in the parent's own

childhood and expected to make up for past inadequacies but at the same time

expected to fail as-the parent did. A child .in such a double bind is in 'a

''Sorrowful position and understandably, may become depressed.. In the same Cate-

gory one meets the little old man or little old lady child who takes no pleas- ,

ur& in childish thi'ngs and.who is fulfilling the parental role demanded of him

or her by parents who cannot fill this role adequately themselves.' Such child- .

ren often feel imprisoned, powerless:;, angry about-a role which is not of

their own making but Are bewildarepd by'thei-r own part in it.an4 the extent of

their responsibility. -Cases of scbdAphobia (Phillips, 1980a) often exist

where there is reversal ofroles. The parent needs the child at hbme as a care-

taker, yet it 4s the child who is treated as the problem. This is another

double bind'type of situation.vdlich is often the;setting for childhood depress-

ion.

111
Diversion'

It'sometimes seems that delinquent behaviour' in a child is diverting atten-

tion from -a marital problem: the child unconsciously feels'that he Or she idS

obliged to behave -badly sothat the parent's anger is directed towards hift or

her rather than towards each other. By behaving badly the child can keep th

amily together (Barker, 1976, p 25), but the manoeuvre often takes its toll

th 'depression which accompanies it.

pEPRESS::;11. AND NORMALCY -

One of the probleMs,abquitirecent research into childhood depressiOn is the

assumption'that it is always pathological, and that "normal" children do not

.suffer it. Charles Costello (1980) believes depression is as typical of child=

hood as it is'of adulthood and argues against this tssumption and al* the

common belief that childhood depression is inevitabl at certain deve)bpmental

stages. 'Thus, for example, lack of appetite at 6 .(37% in girls and 29% in boys

in a study.reported by Costello, 1980) is dismissed as "usual" and, therefore,

4 not significant. Lapousse (1966) in her study of 6 - 12 year old children con-

cluded that symptoms of depression occur 'in 20 - 40% of normal children. Other,.

and later studies, support this. Aggressiveness, 'hypertivity, trying, sleep

40sturbances, psychosomatic disturbance, hypochondriasis, delinquency; temper

tantrums, disobedience,
truancy,restlessness, are symptoms that encompass all.

children at one time or another.. Of course,'it is well recognised that.

although a particular problem may occur with high frequency in nOrmalchildpren

w of a certain age, it may Ecur"with significantly higher frequency among child-

,reo have number of behaviour problems. Thus, Richman (1977) found poor

. appetite in 14.6% of her 4-year-Old normal children and 39.6% of problem child-

ren of the same age; nocturnal enuris 'occurred ih 17.7% of normal children and /

.
in 30.2% of the prob4em:pildren.

We Disregard DPz7elopmentaZly *mai" Depress ion?
oe ,

There is a general Presurotion that ctinical'intevention is only justified



iv.

when a problem persists. If a symptom such as head banging in infancy and.
poor appetite at six say, i fairlycommon, it ts seen as a development ;trend
and the tendency is for pa diatricians to becoMe concerned afoot this on if
it persis&at.ninewhem is not so usual, This attitude is 'akin to e
tolerance.of child abwse n our Society'and-an Aspect of the'- tendency .incor-'
'rectly regard.children unduly restlient and inhumanly carefre',. It may be
More humane to argue t .t, although a depressive problem is developmentally
Usual or lasts only a host time we would "do well to try and shorten or pre-

, vent that behaviour ecause.(a) it makes life more bearable during 'Childhood
and (b) it"mayliav someearing on later disturbances in more vulnerable
children. ,

1
-. ..

-;
, .

.
.

.

For instance fears in a particular situation may characterise a certain.
age group and m. eventually titappear,,but during that critical period some
vulnerable chi dren may develop, conditioned-fear .responses to other situations.
Costello (198) feels, and agree with him, that it is important that we do not
become too nonchalant aboutproblem behaviours in chitdren.no matter how preva-
lent or tr sitory they may be. The occurrance of sofffe particular problemlbe7
hayiour i childhood may increase the probability of adult disorder in some in-
dividual eyRn_when'it'is not labelled as abnormal by anyone, because pit it
prevale tand disappears/..with increasing age. Abo've all, while the problem ,is.

around, it is disrupting childhood and a source of unhappy emdtional disability
to the child.

.

,
.

.

Much mere research is needed to assess whether the depresslons, typical of
different develAmental ages, in our culture are typical of other cultures or a
result of preyailing trends in our child eariny practices. Perhaps our way of

di;
life loads children with too much guilt; .or, maybe the confines of, the nuclear
family areunduly demanding of the chil s developing emotional interactions.
It certainly seems that the undurisolation and responsibility, thrust on mothers
in the nuclearlfamily .can contribute to 'their depression which is then shared
with their children. Often, giving support to the moth&r in such a case removes,
or diminkshes the child's depression.-

.,.

The factors considered previously, as related: to childhood depresSioq, nePd
to be watched carefully in any family or-scho61. The provision of sustained
affectional relatiopships, plenty of security and praise to build a strong self
concept (Maron, 1979; Fahey, 1980), removal of anxiety7making pressures to
succeed in sports, compete or wet unrealistic expectations and encouragement of
good fr. ds of the chilod's own age, are some of the positive Measures to dis-

courage ronic depression, If the child does become acutely depressed, due to

the deat gif a, pet pr beloked gran parent, or separation frob a beloved care -`.
taker, then time to mourn with ple ty Of,support can be a preventive _measure

against chronic deprestion. Like dults, children may be depressed by-small
c setbacks, such as a temporary argument with a friend or a. missed.'opportunity

and, likr adUlts, they need sympathy and support instead of brush off remarks
such as "boys don't cry" or "smarten up now".

,
As we have seeninfants are also susceptible to pressures, tensions; and

'lack of affection, for t7iey are yulperable learners and perceivers from the

moment of birth (Fain, 1979). the issue of day care is one of many sensitive .

areas aid I mention it because of late, the media has, portrayed many mincljng

cereg where the infant are listless and depressed, Every .precaution should

b taken to ensure that the day care centre'suits the needs of the infant, and
that the caregiver is an affectionate and consistent person to whom the infant
responds well, and that there is sufficient stimulation and freedom for the 1C4-1

tivi ti S tne infant needs to develop; (Fein, 1979)'. Frequent change of daycare'

centr s,,where the qualityofcare is good, should also be avoided as infan4

can ecome depressed by removal fr6M familiar caretakers.
,

n summary:, depression is.experienced by young-children and infants. Let

us ensure that they are not permanently disabled by it. . /

, 12
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PART 'II
° 4/0

SUFWIDE IN YOUNG. CHILDREN
1

'WHY IS THE'EVIDENCE SUPPRESSED?

.... .
. Adult and ado.lescent suickle as an expression of internalised hate a
unconscious death wishes to others. is well4 understood. Howtver., a review of
the literature and a survey of recent texts on Child _development show,a ark,

'able absence of concern and reference to suicidal behaviour in young 'child eh.
4-..114 statee.earlier, there seems, until veryrecently, to have been a taboo

--- agaInst awareness and recognition. Why is' this? ..,t
_

. .
-. .- ,

the
_.

,d6, One possib)-e explanation is .'need in our society to romanticise chi .d- i
. hood as 'a timelef lighthearted

with
ant It takes a mature.

;society to empathise fully with children an o recognisp the sorrows and th-
justices otchldhood,,.. To relieve guilt we romanticise the period. , Yet most :fr

of us remember little of our own childhood. .
, . '

11.

---417*Atiother factor is the tendency to deny death in our Soc"iety. The retlirch-
er's, the parent's -or the. teacher's- inability to 'cope with thei r-bwn. anxiety

k and ambivalent ideas about 'fife and death may, in part, influence and hathper
their-ability to deal with suicidal behaviour Aim children (Pfeffer, 1979),.
This inability-may mean,alio %that. the child's ,suicidal symptoms are' nofreCog-
nistd,--or researcifiertre-rires is not undertakiin,44S 15reyented by authorities.'

The unfounditd.traditt.o.nal belief in some psychiatric and medical circles
that yOung chi 1 dren do not attimpt suici-d-eas alto. been influential.
belief appears to stem from psychoanalytic kte-ory. For exam*, .Roc)(1-in.(190)
-believes that depression involves the superego, which is not'Tu'l 1 y developed in
children. Similarly, some,practioners assert that children dreunable4to plan
and effect a suicide attempt because of, lack of size, strength', thetor ca-
ordination and ability to obtain needed materials. This,outdated view reflects
a lack of developmental understanding about children which is, unfortunately,
all too-common in Our society.

Recent research establishes the incorractness of these -theories and the

necessity qr. continuing edlUtation to update outworn and,unsubstantiated
liefS. For example, Pfeffer an associates 1,1980) reported that at least 33%
of 30 children randomly selected.for evaluation to an outpatient 'psychiatric
clinic at a large municipal hospital centre in New York City contemplated,
threatened and/or attempted suicide: She 'believes that this increased .incid-
ence of suicidal children seeking psychiatric evaluation may .reflect not only
an increase in suicidal behaviour among children, but also the results of mo e
thorough clinical evaluations (1981). .

-

p
THE NATURE OF SUICIDE IN YOUNG CHILDREN

l :

The nature and style of suicides and attempted suicides i young hildren
can range from the pathetically bizarre to violent self. i I tion. Some use

fire as a means of self irnmolation, others att t stabbing with k ves or
scissors, or thrdwingthemselves from heights ne 13-year-old gir threw her-
self from an upper apartment window, onto osia spikedd iron railtng escape htir,



in

.

peated sexual molestation- by her father.
4 0.

Many of these attempts arise out of a long history of family disturbances
and deOression, or are a product of especially ifficult cultural, economic and /

%'
.devgippmenfir demands. For example, boys are MQ tat risk forksujcide'attempts
durTfig the ages 7-11 years (Paulgon, Stone & Sp sto, 1978). For boys, these
years appear to be the'time when interpersonal ressure and Inner feelings of

.ate' despair are apparently at their peak. It may,wel',be that this is because there
is increased pressure to assume masculine characteristics and suppress emotion-

.

ality and femininity, at this age (Phillips, 1979, Ch 3; Phillips, 1980a. Part 'I

'II, p 1).
P

suicidal behaviour in girls is almogt evenly distributed through the age
range of 4'to 17 years. There is no sex difference in young children in self
violence. and mutilation. _Hanging, stabbing, cutting, scalding, burning, pur-
poseful running into moving vehicles, self destruction by fire, and jumping from
high buildings far, exceed the few non-violent attempts to die by over medication;

The, reason for this could be that children's self distinction is modelled on
violerice in the family or the planning of a drug-induced death is more difficult
for a young child to execute;' even at the adult level it is exceedingly,difft- )(0.

cult to' kill oneself by drug'ingestion. Nevertheless, self poisoningtas a
means of sUictde appears O te on tq increase.

*

-,4,' 1) Poisoning ,

''.
. .

1 '1' . ,
0

A number of studies (Paulson, St.4ne,& Sposto, 1978; The National Clearing-

. iouse fOr Poison Control Centres, 1968;, McIntire & Angle% 1970; Sobel, 1970;
\,Teicher, 1970; Springthorpe et 'al,'1977) have found that an increasing number of

children under age 12 are being admitted to poison centres and/or emergency
hospitals foYaccidents and.haccidental overdoses". 'These studies suggest that

self poisoning of,a child over six is .rarely accidental. The ingestion of .

drugs and poisons, tnd.the many accidental injuries may b purposeful, self

desti-uctiye acts on the part of the,child,,whose dept essi n driven behaviour .isi
a result of parental'pSyChopathology and family chaps (Paul-son, Stone & Sposto, #

'1978). These studies emph ise the need forheig tened awareness among prac-.
tlponers,whp may examinedialdre.n who are over- eior accidental poisoning.

,

. ,2) Traffic Accident's . .

, .

It-is especially important to.carefully investigate children who suffer
repeated accidents and children "accidentally" injured by running into a moving

vehicle. Husband and Hinton (1172)-dnd Plionis (1977), in studying families ol
such accidentally injured children, noted a high incidence of psychosomatic
illnesses, family stress and other psychosocial factors mtickmust be explored
before concluding that a child is "accident prone".

31)67zrecognisedepicides,
ti

Numerous children's deaths reported as accidents may be unrecognised sui-

cides, -and what appears to'be an accident be a manifestation of a child's

failing method of copig. Sensitising a ucating clinicians o the 'types of

skills needed to,assess the psychological actors prominent in a child's acci-

dental behaviour or accident proneness 4ufd promote preventio6 nd interven-
,

tion (Pfeffer, 1981)., / ,

14
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FACTORS WICH.MAY UNOERLIESUICIDAL BEHAVIOUR I

The major Causal facto rS,pf,suicidal behavi ur in young children are thought

to be impaired parent/child relationships. as i items la to le.

YOUNG CHILDREN

Family Dynamics.
- to

a) Personal so al dynamics. Famili s which are isolated, are

J. ' emotionally d tached or negtectf 1 and insensitive to the affec-
. tional'needs fothers.(Paulson. Stone, 1974), have a higher

proportion of suicidal children.

?) Family disharmony. Continual any distressing conflict together
with isolation also encourages s cidal wishes in young children

, (Paulson et al, 1974, 1975).

cI _Failures in infant 'S bonding and personal attachment

between family members. Where ese are missing or there are .

multiple placements in4foster hi es, or rejectipn by step parents

. and step'siblings, children-ten to become despkiring and depressed

and may become suicidal (Shaffe , 1974; Renshaw, 1971' Spitz, 1945;

' Bowlby, 1969). Constancy of to e and affection by: at least one

familiar figure appears essent for developing infants and child-

ren, otherwise they become Ael destructive, hostile to all poten-

tial caregivers and Unable to form attachments. The following case

is illustrative.
Al

A *ineryear-old boy, chronically rejected by his mother, expressed

a wish to .kill himself; his mother, sister and grandmother, each

of whom was seen as a.non-nurturing rejecting female.

Crook and Raskin (1975), Alexandrowicz (19764Wallerstein and Kelly'
(1976) state, however, that early separation of parent and child
doe's not in itself predispose the child to attempt suicide - marital
discord and pathological faMily interactiv, identity diffusion,

-
emotional_ disorganisation, severe'depression, added to separation

make the difference. -

(I; Ai:andonment. Depression and suicidal, attempts haye..also been seen

as a cry for ihelp where extended hostility between the parents is

leading to separation or divorce. Such children often become de-

pressed and guilt,h.that they have caused the rift (Phillips, 1980a).

Most inducive of depression can be a child's fear'ofabandonment by
the memaining parent of a single parent family.

e) Acute sibling jealoUay. While sibling rivalry is an aspect of most

nuclear families, acute jealously leading to suictdal'behaviour is

not. The latter generally reflects family, nd parental insensitiv-

ity to the affectional needs of others and insufficient understand-
ing ofthe.development of childr6n.

Rejection by the Peer Group

Rejection by the peer group as. well es parent and siblings, can create 'for

a*child, a disabling world of social isolation, emptiness arld emotional'star-

vation. Fantasies of monsters,Jears of being killed by burglars, nightmares

of panic and fear are often typical of such children And reflect their alone-

ness (Paulson & Stone, 19/4).

15



j. School tPerAmande

A child,'s inexplicable and seriously deteriorating school performance may
be an index Of suicidal depression, especially where thire-is a history of
severe.family disCord and parental Conflict (Paulson, Stone & Spostd, 1978).

_ \.

4. IdiosyncraCi-ees
_

.

HoWeVer, while Wessi(g the' importance of the family and school)Oieu,
'many researchers stress the forlotance of also considering th.eidiosyhcracies
of the child as.one fagtor in'understanding self destructive behaviour (Chess,
Thomas & Birch, 1967)e'''Sgme children are more vulnerable than others.

,

5. Family Violence"

a) Modelling. There is a significant association between chaotic
family disorganisation and the self violence of the child. In

some familieg,reported-in the research, yiolent conflictby
means of knives, razors and guns was common, as was severe wife
beating. In..addition, sometimes suicidal children may have a
family hiStoiv of sulkidel behaviour. The severely depressed,
child acts ,.out and models himself or herself on the family via-

, lence and the-wish to die is a pathetic p) ea for rove and affec-
tiOn by/'a rejected and isolated child in such families; in

addition, since-the young child is still developing aself con-
cept (Phillips,- 1979, Chapter'5), the rejection by significant
'others is incorporated into the self view and becomes one of
violence and destructive self loathing.-

b) Atonement and'relief% In some cjldren-this internalised hate
and anger, apd. the masodhisticlsiTf destructive acts of violence,
become so intertwined with the feelings of guilt and blame heaped
upon them by sigaficant others, that atonement and relief seems
possible-onlyly escape'into,a suicidal state of separation from

the nmilyrelatioriship-(Paulson, Stone & Sposto, 1978).

/0.

"If Pkill myself there won't be any more fighting. ,.I'm going
to kill ipysel,f and everyone in the world. Rho cares if I kill

myself.' Cseven-year:old boy who, at age six, tried` to stab

himself wip ,a butcher's knife.) (Paulson &'Stone,. 1974).
,

T'F' - ,

"I,wantAo go td-heaven. I can't stand these stomachache s and
being unhappy ... living is horrible. I just want to die be-

. cause nobody cares ift die; so I just want todie. I'm ugly
-;.. and a failure." (eleven-year-old boy - severely depressedby .

,,,.

cemstantfighting and arguing of parents.) (Paulson & Stone,'

1974)
..i,

.

_. .

c) ,Fear. For many older children, the witnessing of family violenCe di

both verbal and physical, precipitates acute panic, fear and con-
ern that they might by the next victim of violent assault. While

one -year-Old girl,impulson, Stone and Sposto's study said
"They don't like me, J. 'wish I was dead", another,said "I would

rather die tan be spanked." ,

, ..,

,

d) General4aton. These"Ehilaren are often, violent ,to others as. t

well as*hemselYes. .
. )

. , .

: One 'seVen-year-old bqx who had stated "Mother doesn't have any

love inher heart forme" tried to suffocate his 18-month-old

16 ).
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`brother with a pillow, trieo.kill a pet dog and then stabbed
-pins.and needles into his own stomach (Paulson & Stone, 1974).-

6. The Wish to Join,LovedCaregivera and Significant Providers

ResearCh indicates that some children, particularly if they come from violent

homes', may attempt suicide in the belief that this way they can join aNdeceased

and beloved grandmother or other relation to decrease loneliness or find someone

who had 'Cared for them.

One boy found, haoging. out of a 4th floorwindow wanted to escape an intol-

'erable home and join Santa Claus (Paulson; Stone & Sposto, 1978).

. -

It is often the hopeandexpectation of children that in deeth they will

find the pleasures missing from their daily lives and the ideally Doing, nurtur-

at and giving mother (Ackerley, 1967). .

Manipulating Guilt and Punishing Overly Neglecting or Punitive ParentS

Motivations leading to Childhool suicidal behaviour include conscious and

unconscious fantasies, withes,,fears and prohibitions. Bender and Schilder (1937)

long ago suggested that latencyJage children may react to an ,unbearable situation

such as deprivation of love with aggressive tendencies that are directed against

those who deny love. Under the influence of guilt and with z wish'ttescaPe, tRe .

child alsoturns his or her aggressive tendencies against the self, Thus, moti-

vation for suicide may be an attempt to punish a severely punitive or neglecting

;tont.

."When my father hits me IAttant to die. One day I shall die and he'll

come to my grave and be sorry." (8 -years -old boy,:unpublished case notes)

3, A Cry For Help

'
The attempted suicide may be a plea to remedy a stressful situation. Psycho-

, analytic,researchers (Ackerley, 1961), in a study of latency age suicidal child-

ren, suggest that ego development can be so disrupted by stress and anxiety that

regression to a chatoic state or decomposition of the ego takes place. The

accompanying psychosis-nd discordered, nightmarish, bewildering thoughts drives

the ,child to a suicidal attempt.

# Reinterpreted in self theory terms, one might say that'the development of the

self concept hill' s, 1979, Ch 5) is damaged during the developmental process

by the child to into his or her self concept the gutlt, accusations, and re-

jections by the'significant others in hit Or her world. The conflict between the

child's self recognitions, ideal self and ugly1portrayalS of himself or herself

by others leads to confusion and disintegratioh'of what may have already been

achieved in self concept development. To gain 'relief from this terrifying and

bewildering process the child may try to suicide.
40

THE 5H.TLD'S CONCEPT' OF DEATH

Suicjde.attemptsare'spletimes based pn the child's view of death. I have

discussed the latterelseWhere (Phillips, 1980a). to over summarise for the

purposes of this paper, the research suggests that until the age of five (6 or 7,

in some cases), the child considers death as temporary, rather like sleep or a

journey, and that not only is coming to life again possible, but that it may

also be seen as urebIrth with the possibility of making all,past wrongs and

sorrows right., 'One case quoted ith my paper (1980b) illustrates this point:

17
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A 7-year old boy whose, parents were estranged and who was regularly
beaten by the defacto husband of the mother, lax down on a busy highWay.
He told the policeman that he wanted to die --then Dad Would come back
and they would all live together again.

Other'resemhers suggest that suicidal latency age children'haVe diStinct'con-.
cepts that,death is a temporary and pleasant stae.(Pfeffer, Conte, Vlutchik et
al, 1979).1 These researchers note that such beliefs may facilitate suicide,-
especially among children with psychopathology and children Ooder seVenilk.aress:

htween the ages of five and nine.the child may personify death. 'Thus, some
children with suicidal fantasies may suffer severe-nightmares about a burglar:or
bogeyman who tries to kill them. Generally, after the age of nine, children be-
gin to recognise death as irreversible and learn that it inevitably applies to,
themas well as everyone else. Nevertheless, suicidal children of this age, and
later, NO still tend to believe that death, is not .final (McIntire, Angle &
Strumpfer, 1972). .

PRESENT FATTERNS OF DISCOVERY AND TREATMENT

Poulson, Stone & Spostors study (1978) indicates that most of the identi-
' flea suicidal children come to the attention of social service prganisatidns
which have shown concern about the parent's capacity to nurture adequalely.and
care for their children. The next two most frequent referral sources are
private doctors and hospital paediatric clinics, suggesting that parents are
aware of the turmoil in their child's mind. Unfortunately, there sometimes re-
mains the problem of the adequacy of medical staff to recognise the urgency of
the child' situation. for mahy children, referral to a medical practitioner
for. orgapit- complaints, psycho-physiological and psmhtsomatic symptoms are the
firsf recognised sign of emotional distress. Once again the basic problem of
disabling depression and suicidal wishes'are not always recognised by the mqdi-

.rcal practitioner in such cases.

The-detective and supportNe role of community services, teachers, child'
care workers, medical practitioners or the public, cannot be minimised. People
in the front fine of work with children gust be educated and become alert to

the toncomitant conditions and symptoms that may put a child at risk of depress-
ive and suicidal. behaviour.

Treatment is similar to-that indicated in depressed chil-dren. They may re-
quire intensive therapy, including family therapy, school consultations; and -

remediation. Rapid intervention is necessary because follow-up studies
indica that the greatest risk,for completed suicide is two years after the
first attempt (Otto, 19724. .

T*morereceni stress An cognitive factors in.depression and suicide
(Kovacs. & Beck, 1977) appearsAo represent an advance in both our view of, and
respect for, children and gi'Ves a better comprehension of childhood depression,
despair and suicide.' The child's view of himself or herself, the-world, and
the future must be carefully evaluated with reference especially to such inter-
acting variables as,fainily pathology, peer pressure, school expectations and
socioeconomic pressures:. Knowing these elements, we may better understand why
an increasitu number of young children find their day-to-day living so emotion-
ally painful, and so lacking in care and support that they elect to die rather
than to live (Paulson, Stone & Sposto, 1978). 4

''

/
.

Paulson, Stbne and SpostO's study reports that, with well-chosen foster
placements or sensitive counselling, many children will respond favourably in an

18
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environment of warmth, affection and acceptance in spite of the absence of close

attachments in their early life and in spite of a wish to die because they were

unloved. The criterion for a successful therapeutic process, whether it be in

the natural family, a foster home, or minstitution, is the establishment of

caring, supporting and encouraging relationships with one person. There needs

to be love with the appropriate limit setting. In addition, in Wany,cases

therapeutic support enables many young mothers, overwhelmed by,everyiimaginable

pressure to function abetter in the parenting role. Unfortunately, improving the

role of fathers is still not.receiving sufficient attention., ,4

CONCLUSION'

Depression and suicide are a reality for young children. Overloaded by guilt,

isolated by aloneness, and threats oryiolenCe, repressing unacceptable feelings

of anger and rage are too much for many tobear. Death is-less painful than the

despair of living.: These are emotionally disabled children, robbed of the

capacity to function by circumstances beyond their Control. We must edpcate

'ourselves and others, be.alert to all,possble symptoms, and know how and where

to secure effective and sensitive intervention. Only then can we give help to

those emotionally disabled children who are present4 without hope and recog-

4
nition in our neighbourhood, our. schools and our cltnics.

4
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